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G2D Covid-19 Guidelines 
 

 
 
 
Hi parents, 
 

Thank you for enrolling your child at Got 2 Dance Productions (G2D)! We are so excited to be 
back at the studio dancing with you! In the interest of everyone’s health and safety we have 

created some studio guidelines in response to COVID-19. We will be following all the current 

guidelines outlined by Alberta Health Services, and doing our best to maintain a balance between 
safety while still providing a fun dance experience for our students so that they have an outlet 

outside of school and home. Circumstances may change throughout the season and we will 
communicate any changes to families through email.  

 

First, and most importantly, please do not send dancers that are ill/not feeling well or have come in 
contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19. It is important for the health and safety of our staff, 

dancers and their families that any dancer displaying symptoms of a cold, flu or COVID-19 

(cough, fever, runny nose, sore throat) stay home until their symptoms resolve. In addition, if a 
dancer has travelled outside of Canada, please do not attend classes within 14 days of your 

arrival home to ensure proper quarantine procedures are followed. If your dancer is feeling ill or 
has travelled outside of the country, please notify G2D via email. 

 

Drop off and pick up 
• The schedule is now organized so that class start and end times are staggered from each 

other, with each class having a break in between when a new group of students will be 

entering to allow the instructor to clean and sanitize. The staggered starting and ending 
times will also help minimize foot traffic coming and going in the studio entryway. 

• Dancers should arrive about five minutes before classes begin, enter the studio and wait 

outside their studio door on the spacers provided. We request that dancers/families do 
not enter the studio more than 10 minutes prior to class time starting. Dancers are 

encouraged to dress and get ready at home when possible. 

• For our older students who are already familiar with the studio, we will be asking parents 

to drop off and pick up their dancers outside - similar to what schools are doing. 

• In cases where a parent is most likely required to come in (i.e. Kinderdance), we ask that 
only one family member accompany a child if possible, and that physical distancing is 

respected within the studio, just like in any other public area. When possible, parents 
should leave the studio after drop off, or if staying, please respect physical distancing 

guidelines. If a parent wishes to talk to their dancer’s instructor, please call or send an 
email, as instructors will be using breaks to clean the studio. 

• If using the student lounge area in the basement, please maintain physical distance of 2 

meters. 

• Dancers should keep all of their belongings inside of a labelled dance bag (shoes, 

clothing, snacks, etc.) that is kept downstairs. Water bottles should be labelled and can 
be brought into class, but are not to be shared. Water breaks will occur in the studio 

space only from their own water bottles. 

• Snacks are allowed, but please note there will be no microwave access at this time. 
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In class 
• Teachers and assistants will be wearing a mask while teaching in instances where 

physical distancing guidelines cannot be maintained. 

• Students are not required to wear a mask, but are welcome to do so if it is their 
preference. 

• Hand sanitizing will be required when entering the building and before entering the 

studios. 

• Acro: dancers will have their own mat in their designated space during class and each 
mat will be disinfected after use. Mats will then sit for a week in between uses.  

• Temperature checks may be completed before the dancer’s first class of the day. 

• We have measured the studio spaces to know exactly how many students we can fit in 

and still adhere to the physical distancing guidelines. No class will have more than 12 

dancers. 

• Physical distancing will need to be maintained within classes. Studios have been marked 
to allow for 2m distance between dancers. 

• If a dancer has a temperature higher than 38 degrees Celsius or exhibits any symptoms 

consistent with COVID-19 (cough, runny nose, sore throat) they will be asked to mask 
and parents will be contacted for immediate pick-up. 

 

Absences/Cancelled classes 
• If a dancer is unable to attend a class due to illness, but feels well enough to participate 

from home, they may attend a class virtually through Zoom. Please email us if this is the 

case and we will send a Zoom link. 

• If an instructor is unable to attend class due to illness, but feels well enough to 
participate from home, we will also have the ability for them to teach the class through 

Zoom. Another instructor will be present in the building and will monitor the class. 

• Refunds will not be provided for absences due to illness. G2D will attempt to reschedule 
classes when possible or run classes virtually. If you have an extenuating circumstance 

that you would like to discuss, please feel free to contact us. 

 
 

We know the last several months have proven to be challenging times full of change and 
uncertainty. We hope that dance can be a positive outlet for children during these times. If you 

have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us. 
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